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A ^-ANALOGUE OF APPELL'S Fx FUNCTION,
ITS INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

AND TRANSFORMATIONS

B A S S A M N A S S R A L L A H

An extension of Askey and Wilson's g-beta integral is evaluated
as a sum of two double series. The formula is then used to find a
#-analogue of AppelΓs F\ function via its integral representation as
well as #-analogues of transformations of F\ to another F\ and F3

functions.

1. Introduction. AppelΓs F\ and F$ functions are defined by the
infinite series [7, 10, 20]

oo oo

(1.1) Fϊ(a;β,β';r,x,y) = Σ Σ
m=0 n=0

and

(1.2) F3(a, a'; β,β'; γ; x, y) = ^ ^[a>μ]m[a>μ ln

subject to usual convergence restrictions, where the shifted factorials
are defined by [α]o = 1, [a]m = a{a + 1) (a + m - 1), m = 1,2,...,
and [a,b]m = [a]m[b]m. The F\ function is the only one of the four
Appell functions that has an integral representation in terms of a single
integral [10, 9.3(4)]

(1.3) FM, β, β' , γ; x, y)

ua-\i - uy-a~\l - ux)~β{\ - uy)-P'du,

where 0 < Re a < Re y. Letting u = 1 - v leaves the form of the
integral in (1.3) unchanged and gives [10, 9.4(1)]

(1.4)Fi(α; β, β'; γ; x, y)

= {\-x)-β{\-y)-β' F{[y-a; β, β'; γ; •^-[, j ^ j .

When β' = 0, (1.4) reduces to [10, 2.4(1)]

(1.5)
2Fx{a,β y x) = (1 -x)-β iF\ (y-a,β; γ; ^-^ ,
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where the 2^1 function is Gauss's function defined by

(1.6) 2Fι(a,b;c;x) = Σ[£l^xm, \x\<L
m=o m [ c l m

From the definition of F\ and with the use of (1.5) one can show
[10, 9.5(4)]

(1.7) Fiicr, β, β'; γ; x, y)

expressing F\ in terms of an FT,.
The integral representation (1.3) can be utilized to give four more

equations like (1.4), [10, 9.4], of which one is

(1.8) Fx{a; β, β'; γ; x, y)

When γ = β + /?', this becomes

(1.9) Fγ{a;βJ'-J + β';

Equation (1.9) shows that, in a special case, the F\ function re-
duces to an ordinary hypergeometric function. This is not the case in
general, otherwise the study of this function will not be of the same
interest as such.

As has been the case with hypergeometric functions of one vari-
able, AppelΓs functions have been extended to basic (or q-) analogues.
The first to look into such analogues was F.H. Jackson [12, 13] who
defined four ^-functions corresponding to AppelΓs and gave, among
other things, a #-analogue of (1.3) using ^-integrals. Other studies on
the subject include Agarwal's [1, 2], Jain's [14], Slater's [20, Ch. 9]
and Andrews' [4, 5] who gave some summation and transformation
formulas of Jackson's functions as well as showed that the first of
these functions can be expressed as a multiple of a single series which
is not the case with F\ as mentioned above. Yet, it remains true
that the study of #-Appell functions has not exactly paralleled that
of the ordinary ones (compare the above references with [10, Ch.9
and 20, Ch.8]). This may be because Jackson's functions are "direct"
analogues rather than being "natural" ones.
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In a recent study of basic hypergeometric polynomials [9], Askey
and Wilson gave a ^-analogue of the beta integral (see also Rahman
[17] for an elementary proof), namely

(1.10) f dxw(x9a9b9c9d) = 7

ΞΞ κ(a9 b, c, d)9

max(|α|, |*|, |cr|, |£/|, |ί |) < 1, where

(1.11) w(x; a,b,c,d)

= n _ 2^-\/

h(x;a)h(x;b)h(x;c)h(x;d)

with
oo

(1.12) h(x;a) = Y[(l-2axqn+a2q2n)
n=0

(1.13) (0)00 = Π (1 — a(*n^ whenever the product converges,
Λ=0

and (aχ9a29... ,
Unlike the other ^-analogues of the beta integral [3, 6, 8] which

are ^-integrals, (1.10) is a Riemann integral. This integral has been
generalized by Nassrallah and Rahman [15,16] and Rahman [18] who
showed that if

(1.14) S(a9b9c9d9f9g;λ9μ)
l

and if max (\a\, \b\, \c\, \d\, |/ | , |^|, \q\) < 1, then [18]

(1.15) S(a,b,c,d,f,g;λ,μ)
_ 2π(λμ/af, λμ/cf, λμ/df,λμ/fg, λb, λ/b, μb,

(q, ab, ac, ad, ag, be, bd, bg, cd, eg, dg, bf, f/b, λμb/f)
Mμb/fq, qj, -qj, ab, be, bd,

bg, λ/f, μ/f, λμ/q

λμ/gf, μb, λb, bqlf'q
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provided

(1.16) λμ = abcdfg.

If condition (1.16) doesn't hold then [16]

(1.17) S(a,b,c,d,f,g;λ,μ)

{q/abcd, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, λa, λ/a, μa, μ/a)
c= κ{a,b,c,d)

(qa
2
, q/bc, q/bd, q/cd, af, f/a, ag, g/a

a
2
, qa, -qa, ab, ac, ad, af,

a, -a, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/f,

ag, aq/λ, aq/μ
;λμq/abcdfg\

aq/g, λa, μa J
+ idem(a;f,g),

provided | λμq/abcdfg |< 1, in the case the 10</>9 series doesn't termi-
nate, for convergence purposes. The expression idem(α; /, g) means
idem(α; / ) + idem(/; g) where idem(α; /) means an expression similar
to the previous one with a and / interchanged.

The io09 series appearing on the r.h.s. of (1.15) and (1.17) are
special cases of the basic hypergeometric series denned by

(1-18) r * , l t L . ,
!,••••> b s

l>α2> ,a>r)mf Λ λ(\+s-r)m

b b ) [ l j
) ̂ m

where

{ {a)ool{aqm)oo, for any m being a complex

number,

ΠίΓ=Ό(l " a(ln)> f°Γ m being a positive integer.

The open square roots in the 10^9 series in (1.15) are over the upper
left-hand term, in this case λμb/fq.
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It is not too hard to show from (1.14) that as q —• 1 —

(1.20) S{qal2-Xl\ ^/2+l/4)_97/2-Q/2-l/4> _9y/2-α/2+l/4)

λq'K μq-Γ; λ, μ)

—> 22''-2(l-A)-^(l-/ί)-^'
/•I

• / za~\\ - zY~a-ι(l - uz)
Jo

where w = -4/1/(1 - A)2, v = -4μ/(l - μ) 2, |w|, M < 1. Yet neither
one of the right-hand sides of (1.15) and (1.17) seems to go to the
same limit as in (1.20) for the same values of the parameters. In fact
the r.h.s. of (1.15) would go to a multiple of the r.h.s. of (1.9) and
that is what should happen because it is the case γ = β + βf. Also,
(1.17) seems to be equivalent to Andrews' [4, Th. 1], that is to say that
the #-Aρpell function as far as Askey and Wilson's integral (1.10) is
concerned can always be expressed as a sum of three single 10Φ9 series
which doesn't have an equivalence in the ordinary case. So it would
be natural to ask the question: what does this <?-Aρρell function look
like?

In this note we shall prove our main result

(1.21) S(a9b,c,d9f,g;λ,μ)

_ , h n A^ {aμybμ,cμ,λa,λ/a,abcg)oo
{ag,bg,cg,fa,f/a,abcμ)oo

(λ/f, ab, ac, ad, ag, abcμ)m m

{Q, aq/f, λa, μa, abed, abcg)
m

\abcμqm~\ q^j, - ^ y , μ/d, μ/g,
1 L ^ , - ^ , abcdq™, abcgqm

be, abqm, acqm

μaqm, cμ, bμ

+ idem(α;/)

and show that for the same values of the parameters as in (1.20), the
r.h.s. of (1.21) will go to the same limit as in (1.20) when q -» 1-.

In the next section we derive (1.21). In §3 we shall show that as
q -+ 1-, the r.h.s. of (1.21) indeed gives Fx. Finally in §§4 and 5
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we look at the transformations and special cases of this new g-Appell
function giving ^-analogues of (1.4) and (1.7).

2. Derivation of (1.21). The starting point of our process is, as in
[16], Sears' formula for the sum of two balanced non-terminating 302's
[19, (5.2)]

( 1 2 1 ) Φ y i

m,
q +

(δi9 oti

provided Y\ιδi = qaiβiyi to guarantee balancedness. The process here
differs completely from that in [16]. Consider a product of (2.1) with
itself, that is if we view (2.1) as an equation /,- = rz, say, then the
product is l\l2 = r{r2. Doing so and letting β\ = aeiΘ, y\ = ae~iθ, β2 =
beiθ,γ2 = be~iθ then multiplying by w(x\a,b,c,d) and integrating
with respect to x from - 1 to 1 yield, after simplification,

•2)

dxw(x;a,b,c,d)

((*l)m((X2)n

{δxe
iθla,δ2e

iθ/b)

(aqeiθ/ηι,bqeiθ/η2)c

m+n

2)oo

(β\)m{<X2Qhl)n m+n
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| (q/ηi,aι,δ1q/ηι,q/η2,a2,δ2q/η2)oo
(ηι/Q,Sι,aιq/ηι,η2/g,δ2,a2q/η2)oc

^ V ^ ( < * i q / n ύ ( < * 2 q / i 2 ) m + n
q

(<*iq/nύm(<*2q/i2)n

dxw(x;aqι+m/ηι,bqί+n/η2,c,d).

We next apply (1.10) to the integrals on the r.h.s. of (2.2) and let
aq/m = f, bq/η2 = g, δx/a = λ, δφ = μ,aι=λ/f and a2 = μ/g.
Doing so and simplifying lead to

(2.3) S(a,b,c,d,f,g;λ,μ)

tμb,μ/b)oo ^ (λ/f,ab,ac,ad)m

q
_ , (λa,λ/atμb,μ/b)oo ^ (λ/f,ab,ac,ad)m

- κ{a, D,c,a) M / M b g g / b U 2 ^ ^ a g / L Λ α a b c d q

μ/g, be, bd, abqm

bq/g, μb, abcdqmΛ

+ κ{a,g,e,a) { a f J j a h ^ h j g ) ^{q,aq/f,λa,acdg)m

q

μ/b, gc, gd, agqm

gq/b, μg, acdgqm'q

(λ/a,fb,fc,fd)m nm

q,fq/a,λf,bcdf)m

μ/g, be, bd, bfqm .
bq/g, μb, bedfq""1

(f ΛλfΛlf,μg,μ/g)oo v^ {λ/a,fg,fc,fd)m m
U ' 8 t ' } {af, a/f, bg, b/gU f- (q, fq/a, λf, cdfg)m

 q

μ/b, gc, gd, gfqm

, μg, cdfgqm'q\

From (2.3) we obtain (1.21) by applying Bailey's transformation
formula between a very well-posed %φη and two balanced 4^3's [10,
8.5 (3)].

3. (/-Analogue of F\. In this section we show that the r.h.s. of
(1.21) gives a ^-analogue of F\. To see this, substitute the values for
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the parameters as in (1.20) into (1.21) to get

(3.1) S(qa/2~1/4,qa/2+ι/4,-qγ/2~a/2~ι/4,-qγ/2~a/2+ι/4,

λq-β,μq-β';λ,μ)

^ 2πΓq(a)Γq(γ - a)(-q^2, - / 2

OO OO / a \ (stB\ (sιβ'\

4 i l/4-α/2\ V^ V^ \^ )m+n\Q )m\Q )n
' G >->>->' (q)m(q)n(qy)m+nm=0 n=0

" " m+n

(A-»q°

(-μq?P-«P-β +Wγqm + L

where

(3.2) Γq(x) = j^-(l-qγ-χ, 0<q<l, lim Γq(x) = T(x),

see Askey [8], and

2, -λqιW2)γ/2-a/2-β,2-ι/4(λq-β/2)γ/2-β/2-iμ

ΣΣ
m=0n=0

m+n
(λqr-a/2-β+υ\-λμqyP-β-β',λμq-β)m+n

(1 +λμqγ/2-β-ι+m+2n)(-μqγ/2-a/2+1/4-β')nqm.
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Next we let q -> 1 - in (3.1) and we get

(3.4) 22y-2{\-λ)-2P{\-μ)-^'

• I za~x{\ - zγ-*-ι(l - uz)~β{\ - vz)-β'dz

Γ(y) v ' v

OÔ  J3°_ r -I ΓΛ-I ΓΛM

m\n\[γ]m+n

which upon simplifying gives

(3.5) ί za-\\ - z ^
°

F l ( a ; Λ ^ ; y B i , )

^ 2 ^ lim L.

Comparing (3.5) with (1.3) gives lim^_i_ L = 0.

We have shown that lim^_i_ L = 0 by the above reasoning, because
it does not seem possible at this stage to take the limit using LΉόpitaΓs
rule. It would be much nicer if we can prove it directly.

4. Transformations of (1.21). One of the advantages of the integral
in (1.14) is the high degree of symmetry of the parameters. For exam-
ple, if we interchange a and d, the l.h.s. of (1.21) does not change but
the r.h.s. does. Doing so and using the same values for the parameters
as in (1.20), then equating the result to the r.h.s. of (3.1) lead to

(Λ t\ 2πΓg(a)Γq(γ - a)(-qι/2,-q)γ/2-i/2

(continues)
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(continued)
4) _qyβ)

n

(I + μqyβ+aβ+m-sμ)

_ 2πΓq(a)Γq(γ - a){-qχl2, -g)y/2-i/2

+ L

00 00

(1 -
+ G

where L is defined by (3.3) and <J is an expression similar to L which
goes to 0 as q —• 1 - in the same manner as L does. Taking the limit
q-+l-, (4.1) gives (1.4). ι

Next, if we look at L and G we see that each has the term
Hence if we let β = 0, (4.1) reduces to

(continues)
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(continued)

(-μq7/2-a/2-l/4>μqa/2-l/4ίμqγ-a/2+l/4)_β,

lμq?-<*/2-y\ qφ -qφ q^, q?,φΊ [

βl_ι/4

4 ί q γ ? _ / 2 / 2 l / 4 ^

which is actually a special case of Bailey's transformation

a, Qφ ~Qφ b, c, d,
8 ? l φ -φ aq/b, aq/c, aq/d,

e] f

/-a2q2/bcdef\
aq/e, aq/f

_ (aq,aq/ef,a2q2/bcde,a2q2/bcdf)
~ (aq/e,aq/f,a2q2/bed,a2q2/bcdef)

00

00

[a2q/bcd, qφ -qφ aq/bc, aq/bd, aq/cd,
7 L φ ~φ ciQld, aq/c, aq/b,

a2q2/bcde, a2q2/bcdf ' a q / e J \

a limiting case of [20, (3.4.2.4)]. As q -> 1-, (4.2) goes to (1.5) upon
some simplification and relabeling of the parameters.

Equation (4.2) is not the only ^-analogue of (1.5), F.H. Jackson
gave the following analogue [11]

L y J M o o L y, fix

But in view of our result in [15], it is not surprising that ^-analogues
of 2^Γs in terms of g^γ's should exist.
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Furthermore, if we apply (4.3) to the r.h.s. of (4.2), we get

( } 0 [ φ -φ

_μqγ/2+a/2-β'-iμf qy? μqa/2-l/4

_μqγ/2-a/2-\/4^

which is another ^-analogue of Euler's relation [10, 1.2 (2)]

(4.6) 2Fl(a,β';γ;z) = (l- zγ-*-*' 2Fι(γ-a,γ - β' γ z),

the other one being Heine's

(4.7)
vz;o

see [10, 8.4 (2)].

5. g-Analogue of (1.7). To obtain a ̂ -analogue of the transforma-
tion (1.7) from F\ to 7% we make use of (4.3) by applying it to the
r.h.s. of (1.21) and thus get a relation between four double sums which
as q —• 1 - will give (1.7). It turns out that we do not actually need the
four-term relation and that if we consider only the first double sum
on the r.h.s. of (1.21) with the values of the parameters as in (1.20)
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we get by (4.3)

(5.1)
y> (g«,g',-<

(_μqγ/2+a/2-l/4)m

{-μqy/2+a/2-β'-l/4)m>

Qφ -Qφ -β

a+m _ar/2 _aγ/2-l/2+m

-

-ayβ _ay/2+l/2

_μqγ/2-a/2+l/4y _μq

which is a ^-analogue of (1.7).

l/4-a/2-m 1
a/2-β'+m-ϊ/4\

I
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